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What is AIESEC?
AIESEC is a global platform for young people to explore and develop their leadership
potential. We are a non-political, independent, not-for-pro t organization run by students
and recent graduates of institutions of higher education. Our members are interested in
world issues, leadership and management. AIESEC does not discriminate on the basis of
ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, religion or national/social origin.
Since we were founded, we have engaged and developed over 1,000,000 young people who
have been through AIESEC experiences. The impact of our organization can be seen through
our alumni who represent business, NGO and world leaders, including one Nobel Peace
Prize laureate, Martti Atisaari of Finland.

The AIESEC United States 2019-20
Executive Team
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The AIESEC Way

The AIESEC Way captures the essence of our organization and
how we work towards peace and ful llment every day.
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AIESEC United States History
AIESEC United States has been a platform
for cultural exchange and leadership
development since its founding in 1956 at
Colombia University. It rapidly spread to
multiple top universities across the United
States, including Yale, Stanford, Harvard,
and Berkeley, and by the late 1960s, had
achieved a presence in 80 universities and
brought almost 700 students in a single
year on internships in the US.
AIESEC US achieved a unique status as an organization, and in 1963, held an international
conference, at which President John F. Kennedy was a special guest.
Beginning in the 1970s and 80s, the focus turned to supporting the international expansion of
AIESEC in new countries. While exchange and university presence declined within the US,
AIESEC US began a project to found AIESEC in Mainland of China and supported the growth of
AIESEC in Malaysia, the Soviet Union, Argentina, and Colombia.
Since 2008, AIESEC United States has increased the number of young people going abroad on
exchange to as much as 800 in a year, and the number of young people coming to the US on on a
professional internship or volunteer project to as much as 150 in a year. AIESEC United States
has had its peaks and valleys in the past decade. Nevertheless, it has built itself into a trendsetter
in the global association, and continued to grow in exchange performance and leadership
development.
In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic and events of 2020, AIESEC United States will once
again build itself up to provide premier cultural exchange and leadership development
experiences for young people.

AIESEC United States delegation at an
International Congress in the 1960s
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Letter from the President
Unprecedented. Catastrophic. Tumultuous. These are words describing
2020 that will likely appear in the Annual Reports of many organizations this
year. In future years, the world will look back on 2020 as a turning point not
just for many organizations, but perhaps for the world itself.
There is no doubt that the pandemic and surrounding circumstances had a
large impact on the operations of AIESEC United States. As one can
imagine - a year with a global pandemic, travel bans, and government
restrictions creates a challenging environment for an organization that
facilitates international exchanges. For those reasons, the usual indicators
of a successful year in AIESEC such as exchange numbers and nances are
much di erent than years prior. Success cannot be de ned by the “normal”
way in a year that has been anything but normal.
So, in these abnormal times when exchange is not possible, what can AIESEC do? It can still
develop leadership in young people! If the challenges of this year have shown one thing, it is the
unparalleled level of passion, commitment, and resilience that AIESECers maintain even when things
get extremely tough.
Many of our Local Committee members have stepped into leadership roles to compensate for having
a smaller Executive Team next year, or even created new ones in their committees. We have seen
members stand up for what they believe in and organize fundraising drives for Black Lives Matter, or
spaces to discuss race, allyship, and social justice. We have had generations of alumni - from the
1960s to the 2010s - express and volunteer their support in numerous ways so that AIESEC United
States may continue to unlock the leadership potential of young people.
Great leaders say to look for opportunities in crises, and the membership of AIESEC United States
has found ways to innovate, evolve, and build an organization with even stronger foundations than it
had before the pandemic.
I personally set out to create a “Movement of In uence” in my year as President of AIESEC United
States. I wanted to lead and inspire an in uential organization of in uential young leaders. One that
others had a strong desire to be a part of, and one that was respected by society for its tangible
contribution to this country and to the world. I believe a movement of in uence working towards
peace and ful llment of humankind’s potential is still starting to take form, just in a way that
never would have been expected. This past year is evident of that.
I am humbled and grateful to have had the opportunity and honor of being President of AIESEC
United States during these challenging times. It was the most demanding, yet rewarding thing I have
ever done. I will forever carry the lessons of leadership and in uence this experience has given me.
Finally, I will leave with one of my all time favorite quotes that will cause my team to roll their eyes
when reading: “The night is darkest just before the dawn. And I promise you, the dawn is coming.”

Ian Kawetschank
President of AIESEC United States
2019-202
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Executive Team

Camilla Kummen

Lexi Tosch

President & CEO

VP of Outgoing Global
Volunteer Programs

VP of Talent Management

Yolanda Gomez

Nathaniel Kroah

Timothy Do

VP of Incoming Global Talent
& Volunteer Programs

VP of Finance

VP of Outgoing Global Talent
& Entrepreneur Programs

Angela Schmitz

Jhonathan Ibañez

VP of Marketing

VP of Organizational
Development

Ian Kawetschanky

Renée Osaigbovo
VP of Business Development
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Our Team
Ambition: We wanted Local Committees (LCs) to
focus on developing leadership in their people as
much as exchange, as there must be one for the other.
Elevate implies raising up as a whole, not just
numerical growth.

Stand: We knew asking our membership to place as
much focus on their people as exchange would be
risky, as it would require a mindset shift. The risks
behind the change management and adoption of
this Ambition would need to be embraced, LCs
would need to choose courage to choose courage to
achieve this Ambition, especially when things got
tough.

Identity: A “venture” is a daring journey or massive undertaking.
We knew that the year ahead would involve many risks, and thus
would require courage for us to emerge stronger on the other side.
A venture is quick to adapt to a changing environment, agile, and
entrepreneurial. We saw this as a necessary way to lead AIESEC
United States for the year, with hopes that this venture would turn
into something permanent for AIESEC United States. In hindsight,
we could not have known how correct we were with the need to
have a venture mindset!
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Letter from the Chairman of
the Board of Directors

Eric Anderson
CEO, Acuity EyeCare Group

Our world is becoming increasingly interconnected –
at an accelerating rate. Disruptive advances in
technology have resulted in unprecedented global
accessibility. Interactions (both virtual and in-person)
with different cultures and languages are no longer
uncommon – they are the daily norm. As a result,
most employers have operations that are interwoven
with other countries around the globe. They are
looking for a new generation of interconnected global
leaders with both the IQ/EQ to thrive amidst these
seismic shifts.

AIESEC-International has been helping to prepare each new generation of global leaders
for the past 75 years by providing opportunities for practical hands-on international
experience. The primary vehicle for this is a suite of exchange programs that enable
20,000+ college students per year to travel to another country for either paid or
volunteer work. Since AIESEC is a 100% student-run entity that operates in 80+
countries, the program administration offers another level of practical experience for its
members.
AIESEC-United States will facilitate 500+ such exchanges this year – supported by a staff
of bright young recent graduates at our national of ce in New York. These experiences
will have a profound impact on participants – and provide the groundwork for preparing
them to become the interconnected global leaders of tomorrow.
It has been an absolute pleasure working with both the Local and National members of
AIESEC-U.S. this past year. As they grow and become seasoned leaders, I’m fully
con dent that our interconnected world is in good hands.

Eric Anderson
CEO, Acuity EyeCare Group
Chairman of the Board of AIESEC-U.S., Inc.
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Board of Directors

Eric Anderson
Chairman of the Board
CEO at Acuity EyeCare Group

Paul Hamill
Chair, Incoming Exchange &
Corporate Relations
Retired

Vice President Talent Acquisition / HR,
New York Presbyterian Hospital

Chair, Sponsorships &
Partnerships
Sr. Director of Development,
Scripps Health

Farai Nyoni

Andrew Lewis

Chair, Security & Technology
Global Head - Operational
Analytics, Credit Suisse

Chair, Local Committee Health
& Member Development
Partner, KPMG LLP

Paarth Sharma

Board Member
Founder & CEO, Atlas Corps

Board Member
Director of Product Marketing,
Acxiom

Plenary Representative
President, AIESEC in Michigan

Mary Braunwarth

Chair, Nominations

Scott Beale

Lauren Suga
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David Crawford

Franklin Morales
Board Member
Political Attaché, Embassy of
Panama in the U.S.A.

Thomas Gooley
Chair, Finance
Retired

Marcia Zellers
Chair, Outgoing Exchange and
Student Relations
CEO and Founder, Chironomy

Gillian Moldowan
Legal Advisor
Partner, Shearman & Sterling LLP

Paris Papadatos

Ian Kawetschanky

Renée Osaigbovo

Plenary Representative
President, AIESEC in New York
City

Board Member
President of AIESEC United States
19.20

Board Member
President of AIESEC United States
20.21

Our Global Presence

AIESEC started in several European countries in 1948, it has seen
rapid expansion over the last decades and currently exists in 114
countries and territories worldwide.
Our international headquarters is located in Montreal, Canada.
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Our Local Presence
ARIZONA
University of Arizona

NEW YORK
City University of New York - Baruch

CALIFORNIA
University of California at Los Angeles
University of California at San Jose
University of Southern California

NORTH CAROLINA

COLORADO

Ohio University

University of Colorado

CONNECTICUT
Yale University

FLORIDA
Florida International University

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

OHIO
TEXAS
Houston University
St. Edward’s University
University of Texas at Austin
University of Texas at Dallas

WASHINGTON

GEORGIA

University of Washington - Seattle

Georgia Tech University
University of Georgia - Athens

WASHINGTON, D.C.

ILLINOIS
Northwestern University

MARYLAND
University of Maryland

George Washington University

WISCONSIN
University of Wisconsin at Eau Claire
University of Wisconsin at Madison
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee

MASSACHUSETTS
Suffolk University

MICHIGAN
University of Michigan
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We currently have a presence in 25 universities
across the United States. Contact us if you are
interested in bringing AIESEC to your campus!

Our Virtual Reach
AIESEC in the United States is virtually present with its membership, exchange participants,
external youth, and corporate partners. This year, we focused on improving the usability of the
site for our visitors. Speci cally, we made it easier for young people to directly search
opportunities, create a pro le, and apply. We also redirected focus towards developing our blog,
inviting both members of AIESEC and those who have gone an experience to write on a topic
interesting to them. Finally, we mainly focused on building up our Instagram base to strengthen
our social media.

Website & Social Media Statistics
88,000 (+29%)
Unique website users

106,000 (+28%)
Total Sessions

47.5% (+10%)
Mobile Sessions

4,870
Program Applicants

84,803
Facebook Likes

5,102 (+318%)
Instagram Followers

A featured article on the AIESEC US Blog,
written by AIESEC Alumni, Marjon Saulon

fi
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Our Membership
Throughout the year, our membership averages at a size of about 500 students.

Educational Background
Year of Graduation

Area of Study

2020

Other

2023

2021

Arts &
Humanities

Business,
Commerce, &
Intl. Relations

S.T.E.M.

2022

Membership Experience
The following data has been taken from our monthly National Membership Survey reports
from Sept. 2019 through March 2020.

NPS: How likely are you to

recommend AIESEC
membership to others? (1-10)

9.1
AIESEC Why: “I’ve seen

development in myself since
starting my position.” (1-10)

8.4
14

Pipeline: How likely are you to

apply for a higher role in AIESEC
after your current role ends? (1-10)

6.5
Integrated Experiences: % who
have been on an AIESEC exchange
experience before.

20%

Local Committee Development
National Support Team (NST)
The NST provides the national Executive Team with support in functional work, network management,
and coaching of Local Committees (LCs). We have had around 70 people from the network to assist us
in both summers and semesters. The NST provided an invaluable system of support and its members
are natural pipeline for future executive teams.

Coaching

Summits

Nearly every LC received at
least one visit from an
Executive Team member or
NST member to provide them
with coaching on team
management, operations, and
strategy development.

Various summits were held in
NYC for NST members to
receive advanced training in
their function, management,
implementation, and in
coaching skills.

National Education Cycle
In the time between conferences, LCs need support to run operations, plan, and develop
effective strategies. The national team provided support in these areas through virtual
sessions, videos, and trainings, most of which can be found on our internal information
management platform, the AIESEC United States Hub.
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Our Conferences
AIESEC United States organizes and delivers several conferences a year to
accommodate the training and educational needs of our widespread membership.

Members at the Winter National
Conference in Washington, DC

National Conferences
At Summer National Conference in Washington D.C., the AIESEC US Executive
Team unveiled our plans and strategies for the year. About 100 delegates attended
the conference.
Fall Conference in Dallas, TX, was the largest conference AIESEC US has had in a
couple years, with about 180 delegates. The conference was for all layers and
focused on capacity building for the membership while preparing leadership teams
for transition.
In Washington D.C. once again, Winter National Conference gathered about 130
delegates for the election of our next National President, planning for our Local
Committees, and various tracks for leadership and functional training.
Our Spring Conference was going to be held in Los Angeles in March, but was
canceled due to COVID-19. We held it virtually for 130 delegates and delivered
content on preparing for our operational peak in the Spring/Summer.

Local Conferences
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The local committees of
AIESEC United States held a
total of 38 local induction
conferences in the past year,
usually chaired by a coach or a
member of the national
Executive Team.

Award Recipients
Summer National Conference 2019

Winter National Conference 2019-20

Outgoing Global Volunteer - AIESEC Michiga
Outgoing Global Entrepreneur - AIESEC D
Incoming Global Talent - AIESEC Michiga
Incoming Global Volunteer - AIESEC San Jos
Finance - AIESEC Michiga
Talent Management - AIESEC Michigan & AIESEC
D
2019 Summer Peak - AIESEC Michiga
Integrated Experiences - AIESEC San Jos
LC of the 18.19 Term - AIESEC DC

Outgoing Global Volunteer - AIESEC Eau Clair
Outgoing Global Entrepreneur - San Jos
Incoming Global Talent - AIESEC D
Incoming Global Volunteer - AIESEC San Jos
Finance - AIESEC Ohi
Talent Management - AIESEC San Jos
Expansion of the Year - AIESEC Housto
LC of the Winter Peak - AIESEC UCL
Integrated Experiences - AIESEC Milwauke
LC of the Year - AIESEC San Jose

AIESEC in San Jose accepting the “LC of the Year” Award
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Our Programs

“At AIESEC United States we believe that leadership is the
fundamental solution to many problems the world faces. Young people
can build a better world and we work every day to ensure that the
exchange programs we deliver are of the highest quality. Our future
will be one led by young people who have gone through an AIESEC
experience and developed their leadership and cross-cultural
communication skills, making them more adept to being quali ed
leaders in today’s world.”

fi
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Programs Overview 2019-2020
A world with a raging global pandemic is of course a dif cult environment for
facilitating international exchanges. With health and safety above all else, we ceased
promoting exchanges as early as mid-March once the number of cases started to rise
in California, as well as several other places in the country. Q4 (April, May, June) is our
largest operational peak of the year. In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, we canceled
all exchanges that were lined up for the summer or fall of 2020.
The exchange numbers below largely happened at the end of summer 2019 and over
the winter break. While this year will be documented with very low exchange
numbers compared to previous years, AIESEC United States is nevertheless proud of
the exchanges that were able to happen. Each of these numbers is a young person
who had a life changing cross-cultural experience.

Incoming

Outgoing

26

82

28

21
7

164

Total Exchanges

fi
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Global Talent is a program which allows youth aged 18-30 to have the chance to
develop themselves and their careers in a paid, supervised, professional position.
AIESEC United States operates this program from both sides: incoming and outgoing.
Our incoming Global Talent teams source quali ed international candidates to place
in US American businesses for cross-cultural experiences, and our outgoing Global
Talent teams send university students and young professionals to these opportunities
abroad.

Incoming Global Talent Placements 2019-20
Total #Exchanges: 28
Candidate Pro les: Marketing, Finance, Business Administration, Engineering
Main Source Countries: Brazil, Germany, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria

Outgoing Global Talent Placements 2019-20
Total #Exchanges: 21
Candidate Pro les: IT, Business Administration, Teaching, Engineering
Main Destination Countries: Germany, Colombia, Mexico, United Kingdom

Total Global Talent Placements 2019-20
Total #Exchanges: 49
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Growing Together: AIESEC and International SOS
“The partnership with AIESEC United States has been
very valuable to use over the past years. AIESEC
Trainees and Interns contribute a lot to our business by
bringing their can-do attitude, innovation, and
perspectives on how to adapt to the new world’s
trends. Thanks to AIESEC’s professionalism and
proactivity we were able to grow the program over the
past year and provide more youth leadership
experiences together.”

Andra Enache
Global Coordinator,
International SOS

Fernando Gutarro
from Peru was a trainee at
UPS

fi
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"This experience has de nitely changed my perspective on
life. I have met people from all around the globe and had
an approach to different cultures without spending money
on expensive plane tickets. Practicing and improving my
English and software skills is a plus. Without a doubt the
AIESEC Global Talent program transforms you into a
global citizen, boosts your career, but most important,
encourages you to develop multiple different forms of
intelligence that turn you into a better version of
yourself."

Global Entrepreneur is a program which allows youth aged 18-30 to have the chance
to develop themselves and their careers at a start-up, incubator, or accelerator.
AIESEC United States operates this program on the outgoing side. Our outgoing
Global Entrepreneur teams send university students and young professionals to
these opportunities abroad.

Outgoing Global Entrepreneur Placements 2019-20
Total #Exchanges: 7
Candidate Pro les: Business Administration, Marketing, Sales, Economics
Main Destination Countries: Austria, Brazil, Greece, Peru

fi
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Marina Manova from George

Last summer I had the opportunity to participate
in a Global Entrepreneur exchange experience
with AIESEC United States. I went to Greece
and interned for a tech startup where I helped
launch a customer experience application for
one of the largest resorts in the country. I
developed my professional and interpersonal
skills, practiced being solution oriented, and
immersed myself in a different culture - living a
truly cross-cultural experience.

Washington University interned at a
tech startup in Greece

The summer of 2019 I went on a remarkable
Global Entrepreneur exchange with AIESEC
United States. I interned in a tech startup in
Athens, Greece, facilitating data management
and internal marketing campaigns for hotels and
resorts all around Greece. This exchange not
only allowed me to develop professionally but
make lifelong friendships with people from
around the world during the 8 weeks I was
there, underscoring the cross-cultural
importance of an opportunity like this and why
Rico Pride from George Washington
we need to make opportunities like this
University interned at a tech startup in
accessible to ALL youth.
Athens
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Global Volunteer is a program which allows youth aged 18-30 to have the chance to
develop themselves and the global community in a short-term volunteer role.
AIESEC United States operates this program from both sides: incoming and outgoing.
Our incoming Global Volunteer teams source international volunteers to place in US
American programs, and our outgoing Global Volunteer teams send American
students to these opportunities abroad.

Incoming Global Volunteer Placements 2019-20
Total #Exchanges: 26
Main Projects/Issues: Quality Education, Reduced Inequalities, Responsible
Consumption & Production, Life Below Water
Main Source Countries: Brazil, Colombia, South Korea, Tunisia

Outgoing Global Volunteer Placements 2019-20
Total #Exchanges: 82
Candidate Pro les: Business Admin, International Relations, Political Science,
Languages
Main Destination Countries: Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Greece

Total Global Volunteer Placements 2019-20
Total #Exchanges: 108

fi
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Mateusz Milaszewski from
The University of Colorado
Boulder went on exchange in
Ecuador

“During my exchange last summer I helped a company
called Tsatsayaku expand their market to the European
Union. My job description consisted of doing market
research on potential buyers of cocoa beans and
designing a marketing strategy to start selling in the
European market. During my exchange, I learned
practical skills that will be useful one day as I
am a marketing major with a global business
emphasis, and I will be sure to talk about this
experience during all my future interviews. The
best part is that I got to make a difference in the world by
directly impacting a community of 180 families, which I
will also had the chance to meet when I traveled to the
Amazonian jungle to tour the cocoa farm.”

“Being part of the NGO Save the Sound as an international
volunteer was a powerful and insightful experience for me. I
could not have had that opportunity without AIESEC in
Yale. Thanks to them now I can say that I achieved one of
my dreams of living in the US and helping the community
to protect our planet and ght for environmental justice. I
learned many things during those weeks, and I will always
remember how every person I met made me feel - part of
the community and very welcomed. Keep making dreams
come true, AIESEC!”

Yilani Garcia from Peru
volunteered in New Haven for
Save the Sound

fi
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Life Long Connection:
AIESEC Life is the alumni association of AIESEC United States. Its mission is to
unite AIESEC US alumni and harness their shared experiences, beliefs, capabilities,
and capital of trust to better lives and make a difference in the world. It achieves
this through services that enable alumni to connect, collaborate, and learn from
each other and also through support of AIESEC United States. AIESEC Life has
been an invaluable partner for AIESEC United States this past year, helping us in
various ways when we needed it the most. The relationship between the two
organizations is stronger than ever.

Alumni Internship Program
With all international travel and many domestic
internships canceled, a portion of our members found
themselves without a job or experience for the summer.
We wanted to show that we are here for them in the
most dif cult times. We partnered with AIESEC Life to
create the rst ever AIESEC US Alumni Internship
Program - alumni and Board of Advisor members
offered internship positions in their companies
speci cally for current members of AIESEC United
States. The program has been a huge success in its rst
year.

Alumni Summer Series
AIESEC is all about leadership development and
with the help of AIESEC Life, these alumni came
back to pass their expertise and insights onto
our membership during the summer of
COVID-19. The main blocks of the Alumni
Summer Series spaces were on Building Strong
Relationships, Time Management,
Communication for any Audience, AIESEC as a
Business, and Members Career after AIESEC.
We are very grateful to all of the alumni who
volunteered their time for this!
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49 Opportunities Created

36 Internships Matched

Signi cant Alumni Support: Donations
Realizing their rewarding experience with AIESEC, these alumni (and friends of AIESEC US) have
made nancial contributions to AIESEC United States during our Fall fundraising drive and/or
when we needed it most, at the height of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Hannah Marie Adair
James Allen
John Allen
Martin Alvarez
Eric Anderson
Rachel Bachhuber
Cathy Badell
Scott Beale
Herb Behrstock
Dimi Berkner
Heather Blahnik
Patrice Blanchard
Mary Braunwarth
Pia Bresnan
Nicole Brooks
Bior Bropleh
Louis Brownstone
John Buckholz
Thai Bui
Dale Burford
Michelle Butler
Kirsten Cadot
Joe Canon
Beto & Laura Casellas
Jasmine Cervantes
Thierry Chau
Wendy Chen
Jacqui Chew
George Tsungchu Chien
Renée Courington
David Crawford
Paula Giangreco Cullison
Elizabeth Dalgren
Heidi Dickert
Nguyen Don
Bob Dustin
Nancy Dustin
Lydia Edwards
Patrick Evans
Chris Fan
Emma Fernandez
Sarah Mahoney Furlong
Nancy Gamble
Molly Marie Gartland
Karen Gerwitz
Anahita Ghafourpour
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Dustin Gieselmann
Maggie & Gary Gisel
Suzy Glucksman
Neil Gomoluh
Thomas Gooley
Kaiden Blake Gray
Maegan Greenberg
Arthur de Haan
Sami Halabi
Paul Hamill
Michael Hansen
Kellie Harris
Robin Hauser
Caleb Hopkins
Tina Hurley
Michael Jalkio
Walter Jankowski
Pallavi Jayaraman
Patrick Johnson
Sohini Kachhi
Tuomos Kaikkonen
Ray Kemper
Sarah Ketvirtis
Nicholas Korom
Ben Laarman
Spencer Ladig
Danielle Lam
Tori Lang
Amanda Lavino
Daniele Lea
Ana Lechuga
Junmo Lee
Scott Lehman
Nicole Lenaers Yue
Michelle Levesque
Andrew Lewis
Bob Lichtenstein
Victor Loewenstein
Joe Loughery
Samantha Lumpkin
Robert Luton
Kari Maher
Pamila McDonald
Eileen McHenry
Connie Mia
Heidi Milton-Gokan
Melissa Montgomery
Mohammed Mostafa

Dipika Mouli
Listya Munthe
Ionel Nechiti
Thu-Hong Nguyen
Farai Nyoni
Kevin Oakleaf
Hillary Olewe
Reema Paranjpe
Charlie Perl
Joe Pinto
David Pollay
Ali Prasla
Ines Ramadanovic
Kalyani Rammohan
Scott Rassler
Nick Rawe
Dushyant Reddy
Natalie Rodgers
Michael Ross
Soeren Schmitz
Michael Schneider-Christians
Natalie Schuldes
Kathy O’Rourke Seamen
John C. Shackleton
Sopan Shah
Donna Shank
Mildred Shao
Shivan Shukla
Mark Stell
Peter & Jessica Stewart
Stephanie Stewart
Thomas Tarler
Leza Tellam
Andrew Thackray
Aashrey Tiku
Mark Tomkins
Samantha & Barnaby Wallace
Mary Walsh
Scott Watts
Cindy Wessinger
Mark Wheeler
Christopher White
Veronica Wolfermann
MeiWah Wong
Marcia Zellers
Maria Vazquez-Ziaie
Janine Zibnar

Signi cant Alumni Support: Engagement
Realizing their rewarding experience with AIESEC, these alumni (and friends of AIESEC US) have
chosen to given back in one of the most meaningful ways possible - volunteering their time to
develop leadership capacity in the membership of AIESEC United States. The following have
either held an “Alumni Summer Series” training session or participated in the rst-ever Alumni
Internship Program.

Eric Anderson
Dylan Baddour
Cathy Badell
Dagan Bora
Louis Brownstone
Kalyani Rammohan Bulfer
Periwinkle Doer er
Nancy Gamble
Chris Gassman
Maggie Gisel
Walter Jankowski
Karina Jensen
Ellen Lewis
Ionel Nechiti
Sean Parnell
Ken Phillips
Kelsey Ray
Randy Salim
Paarth Sharma
Lida Tohidi
Mike Tomasello
Derek Weeks
Todd Wickens
Cynthia Wong
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Taking a Stand
This year brought not only its fair share of challenges with the pandemic, but also
with social issues that challenged the organization to truly live out its values and
stand up for what it believes in. AIESEC United States decided to take a stand on
the social issues below, as supporting them is aligned with our organizational
purpose and values.
Black Lives Matter - Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion
We cannot turn a blind eye to what is happening within our country, its impact on our citizens and
communities, or its connection to the peace and ful llment of humankind’s potential we strive for
each day. Police brutality and the continuous oppression of black people in the U.S. are direct
roadblocks to achieving our organizational mission.
As an organization built from a
need of cross-cultural
understanding, we can function
only because of the diverse
backgrounds of membership in
the US and around the world.
AIESEC United States supports
Black Lives Matter, and has
committed to doing the ongoing
internal work necessary to be an
organization re ective of that.

A task force was created to determine how AIESEC United
States can support the movement in the moment, and
long-term actions to be implemented into next year,
including:
• Education and Action - provided a database for our
membership to access resources to read/watch/listen
and ways to take action
• Improve our Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion practices on
local, national, and board levels
• Provide future allyship & a nity spaces and training for
our national and local level leaders

Advocating for Cross-Cultural Exchange
Since our founding 64 years ago, AIESEC United States has always been an advocate for the
importance of cultural exchange and all of the bene ts it can bring to this country. Suspension of the
J-1 Visa Exchange Visitor Program is a direct blow to cultural exchange, which is the heart of AIESEC
United States.
AIESEC United States has created cross-cultural exchange experiences in the U.S. since 1956,
many of these through the J-1 Visa Exchange Visitor Programs. With our existence threatened,
we decided to engage in nonpartisan advocacy with the Alliance of International Exchange in an
attempt to save the J-1 Visa and cross-cultural exchange.
Advocacy efforts included leveraging our various
stakeholders including membership, partners, Board
members, and alumni network to circulate petitions
and a social media campaign to #SaveJ1.
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Summary of nancial actions taken due to COVID-19:
As stated several times throughout this report, the global pandemic combined with
government restrictions on visas have made this possibly one of the most challenging
years for AIESEC United States yet. Many dif cult decisions were made out of necessity
for the longevity and sustainability of the organization
Q4 (April, may, June) is always our most
pro table quarter due the majority of
exchanges happening over the summer
break. However, all exchange operations
for both AIESEC and Global Current were
essentially shut down by Mid-March. Our
revenues for the quarter primarily come
from incoming health insurance for the
participants that stayed and donation
efforts from the MC. Overall, our revenues
drastically decreased throughout the scal
year and when compared to the 2019
scal year.
As the pandemic began to affect our
operations and revenue streams, we needed
to make drastic cuts to our expenses in order
to sustain the organization. Since we were
unable to perform operations, we cut all
program expenses and unnecessary
overhead costs associated with exchange. In
addition to these cuts, we reduced out
largest category of expenses, Personnel, by
reducing the MC team from 9 members to 4
members.
In previous years, the organization would end with an annual pro t of ~$200K. Due to the
pandemic, we experienced a loss for the scal year of ~$460K. This loss primarily occurred
during Q4 and a portion of Q3. However, with the expense cuts made, we were able to
increase the sustainability of the organization as the next MC team started their term.
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National Partners
UPS has been a highly valued partner of AIESEC US since the 1990s. The partnership
continues to grow and assist the company in Marketing, Engineering, Finance, and HR.

DHL has been one of AIESEC US’ fastest growing partners over the past few years. AIESEC
US has been providing talent for DHL’s regional headquarters in Florida to help grow its
market in the Americas.
Since 2017, KPMG has supported AIESEC US through sponsoring conferences, participating
in panels, and co-creating leadership-based social media content.
AIESEC US has been partnered with The Economist since 2017. It has included conference
sponsorship, Global Talent, digital campaigns, and subscriptions discounts to their worldrenowned and fact-based publication.
Electrolux aims to shape living for the better and AIESEC aids in this mission. Electrolux
has not only been a champion of the Global Talent program, but has also supported food
waste projects through the Electrolux Food Foundation
AIESEC US recently partnered with Yahoo to provide scholarships for student members
to go on Global Entrepreneur internships.
Duracell is a manufacturing company that recently partnered with the AIESEC US’
Global Talent program to build out its Accounting and Financial analyst functions.
AIESEC US has partnered with Middlebury since 2016 to promote opportunities for our
membership to explore higher education in Monterey, CA.

UCB is a biopharmaceutical company that aims to transform the lives of people living with
severe diseases, and have been collaborating with AIESEC since 2012.

Husqvarna Group is a global leading producer of outdoor power products for forest, park,
and garden care and has been a champion of the Global Talent program with AIESEC US
since 2015.
The common belief in the power of young people unites AIESEC US and International SOS to
provide leadership experiences to youth, causing the partnership to grow year after year.

Eaton is a power management company helping companies to run business more sustainably.
AIESEC US and Eaton have partnered around the Global Talent program.
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Letter from the President-elect
Taking on a leadership role while COVID-19 is rapidly uprooting people’s
lives is no easy feat. In the midst of frequent and existential changes, the
only thing we can truly grasp onto is the fact that change is inevitable.
What happens when we view change as a worthy rival as opposed to an
invisible and undesirable force? Well, rivals present themselves to us prior
to the battle stating, reveal weaknesses in our armor or ways of thinking,
and whether we win or lose, keep us sharp and on our toes in anticipation
of the next confrontation.
In contrast, when we view change as an invisible force, it feels random,
uncontrollable, and we are forever in search of stability that was always
an illusion. When we view change as our capable foe, we grow immensely
and develop an appreciation for the growth that we have gone through in
order to keep up with it.
What this year has taught us so far is that for a long time, we were viewing change as an invisible
force as opposed to a worthy rival. For example, we created makeshift support systems with the
belief that COVID would clear up by the summer. At the time of writing this letter, COVID is still very
much an active part of our lives globally.
My promise to AIESEC United States and myself is that this year, we will face change and embrace it,
all while remaining “hyper human” and allowing for more mistakes and slower traction. Now more
than ever, the world needs to come together all while staying apart. As MCP, juggling this duality will
be one of my main tenets.
At the end of my term, I hope that I can look back with my team and feel a sense of accomplishment
that we were able to brave the storm and keep AIESEC US a oat so that the next generation can revel
in the leadership opportunities and challenges that made us into the leaders we are today.
Thank you, AIESEC US, for believing in me and entrusting me to get us through this. I won’t let you
down!
All the best,
Renee Osaigbovo

President of AIESEC United States
2020-2021
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THANK YOU!
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